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Exercise 1

Write a test class which simulates a Libor market model by proceeding along the following steps

(a) Create a first time discretization which determines the dimension of the system of SDEs for the
Libor rates.

(b) Create an observed term structure of Libor rates via the Java class
net.finmath.marketdata.model.curves.ForwardCurve using the following data for the
maturities and the forward rates

double[] {0.5 , 1.0 , 2.0 , 5.0 , 40.0}

double[] {0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05}

(c) Create a time discretization for the Monte Carlo simulation

(d) Create a volatility model which, for each Libor rate and for each time step provides the value of
the volatility function

double[][] volatility = new double[timeDiscretization.getNumberOfTimeSteps()]

[liborPeriodDiscretization.getNumberOfTimeSteps()]

For this you may choose the volatility function

σ = 0.3 + 0.2 exp (−0.25 ∗ (Ti − t))

Use the volatiliy array to initialize an instance of LIBORVolatilityModelFromGivenMatrix

(e) Create a correlation model of the form

ρi,j = exp (−0.1 ∗ abs(Ti − Tj))

using LIBORCorrelationModelExponentialDecay.

(f) Combine all objects above so as to create an instance of
LIBORCovarianceModelFromVolatilityAndCorrelation

(g) Set the properties of the model via the following lines

// Set model properties

Map<String, String> properties = new HashMap<String, String>();

// Choose the simulation measure

properties.put("measure", LIBORMarketModel.Measure.SPOT.name());

// Choose log normal model

properties.put("stateSpace", LIBORMarketModel.StateSpace.LOGNORMAL.name());

// Empty array of calibration items - hence, model will use given covariance

LIBORMarketModel.CalibrationItem[] calibrationItems =

new LIBORMarketModel.CalibrationItem[0];

(h) Create a Euler Discretization by using ProcessEulerScheme

(i) Finally create a Monte Carlo Libor market model by combining the Libor Market Model with the
Euler scheme, this can be achieved by using LIBORModelMonteCarloSimulation.



Exercise 2

Use the Monte Carlo Libor Market Model that you created in Exercise 1 in order to price a family of
digital caplets and compare the simulated price with the closed-form formula that you derived in Exercise
sheet 5 Exercise N. 3. Fix the strike K = 0.02 and consider digital caplets for varying maturities ranging
from 0.5 up to 15 years.


